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Interest in helping African 
countries has been
on decline for decades

Google Trends, LA Times, Deutsche Welle

Africa Hit by “Donor” Fatigue: The 
developed world is contributing

a smaller share of relief.
LA Times, 1991

South Sudan: a neglected conflict 
and donor fatigue

Deutsche Welle, 2018



“... there are poor
children in Africa!”

                                           - moms at dinner / guilt-tripping friends / comedians



Western culture got so desensitised, that 

“children in Africa” became an empty 

phrase. A meme. An edgy joke.



If African refugees had a dollar for everytime 
someone made light of their struggles…

we could make a difference. 

Let’s take over cruel humour and thoughtless 
phrases and turn them into a useful medium.

It’s time to finally pay for the jokes 
made at Africa’s expense over the decades. 

Gua Africa introduces…



Netflix stand-up special
that turns offensive narratives into awareness & help
 

Jimmy
Carr

Jimmy Carr is famous for his dark comedy and crossing the line.
But this time, we will use his huge platform for good! 

“... these terrible jokes are actually AT YOUR expense. That’s right, I 
have donated your ticket money to African refugees. Well, it’s at 
my expense too, since it was my money. Did you know…” 

Surprise twist turns a popular (yet problematic) format into a big 
awareness moment for Gua Africa. 

And for the viewers at home…
  
 



An e-shop to pay it back
Make sure the “fun” was at your own (financial) expense        

People can pay for their common offences that have sadly become a part of 
western culture. Little insights will be followed by real story of Kakuma and its 
vision. 

It’s bold and different enough to break the South Sudan fatigue.        



We reclaim the conversation 
anywhere it happens
Building an unexpected reaction platform that provokes real action 

Real African children from Kakuma 
react to insensitive humour. “Dude, 
very funny.” We give content 
creators and users a chance to 
redeem themselves.

People can call out and challenge each other.

Comedians and online 
entertainers will share our 
important initiative.



Thanks to content partnership with 
Netflix and stand up comedians, we 
create unexpected media format to 
generate external buzz. 

REACTIONS
(driving engagement)

                  SPECIAL 
(wide reach with PR potential)

E-SHOP SHARING
(with help of our ambassadors)

Utilizing partnerships with comedians 
and content creators, we extend to 
social media. Another touchpoint where 
we generate donation traffic.

Last phase is community based. We 
inspire and recruit followers to spread 
the word by reacting to inappropriate 
jokes around them.

AWARENESS GOAL
10 million 
views on Netflix

270.000
dollars raised

25.000 
donations

CONSIDERATION GOAL
500.000 

visits on our website

CONVERSION GOAL

Target groups: We decided to target the whole potential charity market, not just activist. People not 
usually donating are an under-explored category, you just have hit them right. 

Target markets: Primary consists of USA, Canada and UK thanks to their donation potential. Secondary 
is international, based on the reach of Netflix. 



Jimmy
Carr

INSIGHT
Western culture sadly became so desensitized to African 
struggles, that people refer to them mindlessly – or even as a 
dark joke. Let’s call out this narrative and use it for our purpose.

IDEA
We take over dark offensive comedy at Africa’s expense and 
turn it into a fundraising and awareness tool. It’s time to 
laugh at your (financial) expense by paying it back. 

EXECUTION
Netflix stand-up special with Jimmy Carr and a twist – it’s a 
learning & fundraising tool in disguise. Accompanying e-shop 
and online challenge on the same principle: buy a clearer 
conscience for your past little offences against Africa. 

WHY IT WORKS
We must go against the category orthodoxy and be 
provocative enough to provoke change. We catch people 
totally off guard. Comedy take-over even reaches target 
groups less likely to act and care on their own.
  


